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$1. INTRODUCTION 
THROUGHOUT this paper all manifolds and embeddings will be C”. Let M be an m- 
dimensional, compact, connected manifold without boundary, and let f: M + Rmfl be an 
embedding of M into Euclidean (m + 1)-space R”+‘. So f is the restriction to M of an 
embedding F : V -+ Rm+l, where V is a compact, connected (m + 1)-dimensional manifold 
and M=aI’. 
In [l] relations between the topological structure of M and the relative positions of 
f(M) and the focal set ofj; C(J), in R”+’ were studied. It was conjectured that for any 
embedding f, C(f) n B(f) # a, where B(f) = F(Int V), and this was proved to be true if 
the inclusion map i : aV-+ V induces an epimorphism i,: q(aV) + q(V). So the simplest 
unknown case was that of a torus in R3 with its inside knotted. 
The object of this paper is to prove that the conjecture is true if rrl(M) is abelian. So, in 
particular, for any embedding of a torus in R3, there is a focal point inside the embedded 
torus. It is also shown that the conjecture holds if q(M) is a &aite group. 
The method of proof is to use the supposition that C(J) n B(f) = @ to construct a 
2-fold connected covering space of F(V) which extends to a 2-fold covering space of Rm+‘. 
This of course, is not possible. 
I am grateful to Alan West for helpful discussions on covering spaces of manifolds 
with boundary. 
$2. HYPERSURFACES WITH ABELIAN OR FINITE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 
The total space N of the normal bundle of f(M) in Rmfl is defined by N = 
0, 4 if x Rm+’ : x E v(p)), where v(p) is the line in Rm+l which intersects f(M) 
normally at p. Then N is an (m + 1)-manifold diffeomorphic to f (AI) x R. The projections 
0: N-+f(M), 7: N+ Rm+l are defined by 6(p, x) = p, q(p, x) = x. Then x E Rm+l is a focal 
point off with base p if (p, x) E N and the rank of dq(p, x) is less than rn + 1. So the set of 
focal points off, C(f), is the image under q of the set of singularities of q. 
THEOREM. If thefundamentalgroup of M is either abelian orfinite, then for any embedding 
f :M+ Rm+‘, CCf>nBCf)#0. 
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Proof: Xs in [I] it is sufficient to prove that C(f) n F(IJ + B. Put (57. 2~) = 
(F(V), f(Jf)) and suppose that C(J) n lt/ = a. Then qiq-‘(lv):q-i(W) -+ lt’ is an 
immersion. 
Let Q be the connected component of f'(lV) whose boundary ?Q contains the zero 
section Aa = {(p, p):p E 2 1V) of N. Since CE” is compact, ZQ has at least two connected 
components, as for any p E alI’, the inward pointin g normal to 13 Ft/ at p meets S 1v again at 
some q E d)t! If q is the first such point then (p, q) E ;Q, but (p, (I) $ A0 since q # p. 
We next show that ZQ has precisely two connected components. 
Since iV is a trivial bundle we can find a fibre preserving diffeomorphism x: A, x R -+ N 
with z(p, p, 0) = (p, p), for all p E dll/, and Q c x(A, + [0, co)). For all p E dW, the mod 2 
intersection number 8lY. v(p) in R m+l is zero. Hence the mod 2 intersection number 
2Q. O-‘(p) in N is zero. Now A0 . 8-‘(p) = 1, for all p E ?I$‘, So there is another connected 
component Ai of GQ such that Ai . O-‘(p) = 1, for all p E 8W. Then r(A x [0, co))\Ai has 
two connected components, E, F, where 
E = {(p, x) : the segment of O-‘(p) between (p, p) and (p, x) interesects Ai trans- 
versally an even number of times} 
and 
F = {(p, x) : the segment of O-l(p) between (p, p) and (p, x) intersects Ai trans- 
versally an odd number of times}. 
So P = E u A1 is a connected submanifold of IV which contains Q. and ZP = A0 u A1. 
P is compact since 3lY is compact and the set {lip - qlj : (p, q) E Ai} is bounded above. We 
show that P = Q. 
We first observe that there are no singularities of q in P. For x E Rm+i, define a C” 
function L, :aIv--+ R by L,(p) = ljp - xlj2. It is well-known that p is a nondegenerate 
minimum of L, if and only if x E v(p) and there are no focal points with base p on the closed 
line segment in R m+l joining x to p. Now, for any (p, x) E P, there exists q E aI+‘such that 
(p, q) E A,, and x lies on the segment of v(p) joiningp to q. As in [l], since there are no singu- 
larities of ry in Q, p is a nondegenerate minimum of L,. Therefore there are no focal points 
with basep on the line segment joiningp toq. In particular x is not a focal point with base p. 
So (p, x) is not a singularity of 7. 
Now suppose that P f Q. So P n q-‘(R”+‘\W) # @. Put X = P n II-‘(R”“\Int W). 
Since there are no singularities of q in P, X is a compact submanifold of P, 11 j X is an immer- 
sion, 11(8X) = ?I+’ and q(Int X) = Int q(X). Thus q(X) 3 RmC1\Int lY. This is not possible 
since X is compact. Therefore P = Q and hence 3Q = A,, u Ar. 
Now q / Q : Q + W is an immersion, and since Q is a compact manifold and q(aQ) = 
21~ q 1 Q is a (k + 1)-fold covering for some k 2 1. Also q / A0 : A0 --f a W is a diffeomorphism 
and q j Al: Ai --+ GE’ is a k-fold covering. We will show that k = 1. 
Let & be the simply connected covering space of AO, and let <: 6, -+ A0 be a covering 
map. Then &, x R is the simply connected covering space of A0 x R and < x 1,: 
&, x R + A0 x R is a covering map. So C$ = u 0 (< x 1 R): & x R -+ N is a covering map. 
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Let S = 4-‘(Q) and S, = $-i(A,,) = &, x (0). Then S is connected since every com- 
ponent of S meets S,, and S, is connected. We will show that S is the simply connected 
covering space of Q. We first show that 4_r(Ai) is the simply connected covering space 
of Ar. 
Now $-r(AJ is connected, for if not, as in the proof that ZQ = A,, u Al, there is 
a connected component of 4-l(A1), say S,, such that the mod 2 intersection number 
S, . qb-‘O-‘(p) in 6, x R equals 1, for allp E d1V. Then S, u S, is the boundary of aconnec- 
ted submanifold T of 6, x R, with S c T. For each t E T, there exists s E S, with f?+(s) = 
&3(t), and such that ~4(t) lies on the segment of v(0&t)) joining 0+(s) to q+(s). Since 
0$(s), v~(s) E Zw, r$(i”)is bounded in R”+‘. Suppose T + S. So $-l~-‘(Rm”\I~) n T # a. 
Put Y = 4-1t]-1(Rm+1\Int Iv> n T. Then, as before, there are no singularities of 17 in 
4( Y). Thus Y is a submanifold of T, rp$ 1 Y is an immersion, q+(aY) = c?lq and q&Int Y) = 
Int q$(Y). Therefore v~(Y) 2 Rmf’\Int I%‘. This is not possible since q$(Y) is bounded in 
R m+l. Hence T = S and 4-‘(AI) = S,. 
So we have a covering map 4: & x R -+ N where &, x R is simply connected, and such 
that ~-‘(~;,) is connected. Therefore the inclusion map i : A1 -+ 1V induces an epimorphism 
i,:~,(&) --f rrr(iV). [2, Chap. 5, $111. 
Letw~~~andletq,=~-‘(o)nA,,q,~~-1(~)nA1,since~~A,:A,-rWisak-fold 
covering. 
q*: rr,(Ai, qJ -+ n,(dW, w) is a monomorphism. Now ~i(aW, w) z rrl(AO, qo) r 
rc,(A, x R, (qo, 0)) r n,(N, qo) GZ n,(N, ql). So there exists a monomorphism xI(A1, ql) -+ 
x,(N, ql). Then, since x,(N) r zr(8IY) is either a finitely generated abelian group or a 
finite group, a straightforward group theoretical argument shows that the epimorphism 
i, : n,(A,, ql) -+ n,(N,q,) is an isomorphism. Therefore S, = 4-‘(Al) is simply connected [2]. 
Put A = I$-‘(cx(A~ x [0, co))\@ u S,. By van Kampen’s theorem applied to S u A = 
A0 x [0, co), we have 0 E’ n,(& x [0, co)) z ni(S) * n,(A), since S n A = S, is simply 
connected. So S is simply connected. 
Thus S is the simply connected coverin g space of Q, and therefore of W, and [ = 
7 0 $J j S : S -+ W is a covering map. Therefore, ifj : a W --+ W is the inclusion map, the index 
ofj,(n,(aw, o)) in rt,(W, w) is the number of connected components of I-’ = S, u S, 
[2]. So this index is 2. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
nr(Ao 2 40) 
L I 
9. 
- daw, 4 
j. I 
where i : A0 + Q is the inclusion map. Since 7 1 A,: A0 -+ 8 W is a diffeomorphism, 
q* I n, (Ao 9 a,): n,(Ao, rlo) -+ n,(aW, co) is an isomorphism. Therefore j*(rrr(aI+‘, w)) c 
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q+(xl(Qq qo)). Hence the index of q,(;r,(‘, q,,)j in x,(Ft’, w) 2 the index ofj,(z:(?kV, w)) 
in zl(K; u). That is, k + 1 5 2 and therefore k 5 1. Since k 2 1, \ve have k = 1 
Thus~~/:Q+K’isa Z-fold covering and q / A,, 7 j A, are diffeomorphisms onto 2 NV. 
SO attaching one COP;; of R”“\ Int Lt’to Q by idskfying SW’ kth A, using (q j AO)- ‘, 
and attaching another copy of R mf’\Int W to Q by identifying ? TV’ Lvith A1 using (q \ Al)- ‘, 
we obtain a Z-fold covering space of R”“. This is not possible and therefore we must have 
C(J) n FV $ 0, which proves the theorem. 
Note that the full strength of the above proof is only needed when n,(ZW) is not finite. 
If 7c,(ZFt’) is finite, say of order I, then the proof can be simplified as fo!lows. i-\s before, we 
haveacoverin,omap~/S:S~~~vhere~S=S,’~S~,(~~S)-’(A0)=SO,(~~S)-’(SI)=S1, 
S, is simply connected and S, is connected. Now g5 iS,: S, -+ A0 is an I-fold covering since 
x1(&) E x,(ZW) has order I. ‘Thus 4 /S : S + Q is an I-fold covering. So ~4 j S,: S, -+ a W’ 
is a kl-fold covering. The maximum order of a covering of ZFV is 1. Therefore X- = 1. The 
proof concludes as above. 
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